Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 1 videotape cassette.
Contents notes: Pamphlets, other printed matter, and video tape, relating to the government and foreign policy of Albania. Includes speeches by the Albanian leader Enver Hoxha.
Notes: Mainly in Albanian.

Honens, W. H., collector.
Title: W. H. Honens photograph collection, 1916-1917.
Physical Description: 3 album boxes.
Summary: Depicts activities of the Stanford Unit of the American Ambulance Service during World War I in France, Albania, Greece, and Serbia.
Indexes: Inventory.

Kusovac, Radovan, 1886-1945.
Title: Radovan Kusovac papers, 1913-1953.
Physical Description: 1 oversize box.
Summary: Certificates and personal documents, relating to military activities in the Balkan Wars and World War I.
Note: Colonel, Imperial Russian army and subsequently Royal Yugoslav army.
Note: In Serbo-Croatian and Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Soldier under three flags: the personal memoirs of Lev Pavlovich Sukacev: typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 ms. box)
Contents notes: Relates to Russian military activities during World War I and the Russian Civil War; Albanian military activities, 1924-1939; and Italian military activities during World War II. Translation of original memoirs published in Novoe Russkoe Slovo, 1972.
Notes: Photocopy.
Lieutenant, Russian Imperial army; major, Albanian army; colonel, Italian army.
English translation from Russian.

Tasho, Roland.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes, 4 card file boxes.
Summary: Depicts social and political conditions in Albania, and camps of refugees from Kosovo.
Note: Albanian photographer.
Indexes: Inventory.

Wardlaw, Ana.
Title: Papers, 1956-1960.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Contents notes: Drafts and research notes for a study, entitled Key People in Satellite Countries, 1944-1955, relating to the communist leadership in Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.

Weil, Charles A.
Title: Correspondence, 1975.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Contents notes: Relates to proposals for Anglo-French naval cooperation at the time of the Italian invasion of Albania in 1939.
Notes: Photocopy.
In English and French.

Wohlford, Burnet.
Title: Papers, 1917-1918.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Contents notes: Letters, clippings, and photographs, relating to the American ambulance service in France and Albania during World War I.
Notes: Member, American Field Ambulance Service.

Zani i Kosoves.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Contents notes: Relates to Albanian culture, literature, and politics.
Notes: Albanian emigre periodical issued in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
In Albanian.